
Mini tripod
In addition to the standard 
tripod provided for all the Pack-
shotCreator solutions, use the 
mini tripod to maximize your 
stability while shooting your 
products. 
The mini tripod can also be 
directly inserted inside the 
lightbox for extreme close-ups.

Transparent 
product stand

With the transparent acrylic 
stand, neutralize all cast 
shadows to obtain a perfect 
white background for your 
product photos. 
Three sizes available for the 
PackshotCreator range, Pack-
shotOffice and PackshotMacro.

Articulated arm

With the articulated arm, shoot 
all your products from an infinite 
number of different angles. 
When fixed at the edge of a 
table, you can even insert the 
digital camera inside of the 
lightbox. 
Available for the PackshotCreator 
range, PackshotMacro and 
PackshotOffice.

Black background

The PackshotCreator range, 
PackshotMacro and Packshot-
Office solutions are provided 
with a white background for side 
shots. 
A black background is also 
available to fit all your 
photographic needs. 

Accessories

Available sizes:
24 x 27,5 x 6 cm
35 x 47,5 x 18 cm
28,5 x 35 x 10,5 cm

Max. operating height: 10,5 cm
Net weight: 30 g



Hanging rotation 
kit

The hanging rotation kit is fixed 
at the top of the lightbox. It 
allows you to maintain parts of a 
product while taking pictures or 
creating animations with 
endless rotation thanks to the 
transparent nylon cable. 
Available for the PackshotCreator 
range, PackshotOffice and 
PackshotAlto.

Lighting kit

A complete lighting kit ideal for the PackshotSpin solution to benefit from an optimized lighting environment to shoot your 
products. Available with 2, 4 or 6 lamps (5 400K, 330 W) and a white 1.36 or 2.72 meter backdrop.

Internal cover for 
O3T turntable

Avoid cast shadows made by 
the O3T turntable thanks to the 
white internal cover. 
Available for PackshotOffice, 
the PackshotCreator 360 and 
360 HD ranges.

Hanging rotation system 
to be fixed at the top of 
the lightbox

Internal cover to assemble 
inside the lightbox
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